
                         YEAR 2 HOME LEARNING – Roger McGough Poetry            Summer Term 2020  

 
  Dear Parents, 

A huge thank you to everyone who has joined us when we 
zoom, emailed us and shown us what you have been doing at 
home. We have put together some ideas that you might want 
to complete and email over to us via homeschoolselfie.  The 

details for each class email address are below: 
Class7homelearningselfie@forefieldinfant.sefton.school 
 
Class8homelearningselfie@forefieldinfant.sefton.school 
 
Class9homelearningselfie@forefieldinfant.sefton.school 
We cannot wait to see what you produce, but anything that 
you are inspired to do by the story would be lovely to see! Mr. 
Hall will be replying to your emails from now on, but he will 
send them on to your teachers as well so that they can see 
what you have been doing!  
       
      Take care, stay safe and enjoy yourselves,  
                          Love from 
 
     Mr Hall, Mr Robinson and Mrs Buckley xxx 
 

                                      

                        Activities this week…… 
 

English- poetry- Roger McGough 
The Sound Collector https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cIL0kgnxJIo 
Can you write a poem just like The Sound Collector? Maybe use the sounds you hear 
around your home or in your garden? (Sitting silently with your eyes closed will help you 
to hear all the sounds that are around you) What sounds would you steal if you were a 
sound collector? Why? Which ones are your favourite sounds? Which words can you use 
to describe the sound? (We call these words Onomatopoeia) 
 
 
Listen to Roger McGough read this poems on YouTube- The Lost Property Office,  it’s 
very funny!- maybe you could write a description of a Lost Property Office, I was 
thinking you could link it to a favourite book or world of books e.g. Harry Potter, Star 
Wars, Avengers, Liverpool Football Club or whatever else you would like. Can you write 
a poem in the same style?  
 
Watch the Roger McGogh poem “The writer of this poem” on YouTube- can you perform 
the poem? Maybe you could include actions, or change your voice for different lines and 
words. Why not practice then perform for your family at the end of the week. You could 
even make a poster to advertise the event!! Of course you might prefer to perform one of 
his other poems, whichever is your favourite! 
 
 
Poetry from around the world-  
We used to sing a song in school about an Aunt who travelled around the world bringing 
back amazing and unusual things. We are thinking that this could make a great around 
the world poem e.g.  
My aunt came back from Honalu, 
And she brought with her a wooden shoe, 
My aunt came back from Old Algiers,  
And she brought with her.... (add rhyming noun phrase here) 
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The poet Roger McGough is from Liverpool and is a real 
favourite of Mr Robinson and Mrs Buckley! They are big fans 
of his work! We are sure you enjoyed his poems and will be 
inspired to write some of your own. Maybe look at other 
poems from other wonderful poets too- A.A. Milne wrote some 
great poems that are just beautiful to read. Also, Roald Dahl 
wrote amazingly good poems and the work of Dr Seuss can be 
classed as poetry too!  
 

My aunt came back from Liverpool, 
And she brought with her …. 
My aunt came back (repeat with any place name that is good to rhyme with) 
Places you may want to use in your poem- Aberdeen, London Town, Birmingham, Italy, 
Old New York, (somehow the song worked better with three syllable place names, could 
you think of any more to add to your own poem about the travels of your aunt?) 
Can you make a fact sheet about Roger McGough? Where was he born? When? What is 
he famous for? What else can you learn about him and his wonderful and interesting 
life? What are some of his most well-known poems?  
What other poems can you discover that you like? What other famous poets can you 
find that wrote for children? What is your favourite poem that you find? Why? Do you 
have a favourite by Mr. McGough himself?  
 
 
This may last longer than a week- if you need more work for the second week before we 
zoom you again, use this website- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DoKavOfPkwo 

There are plenty of things you can do with this wonderful story- paint the creatures, 
make sculptures, houses, etc for them and some writing ideas.  
 

1- Describe the location- the woods, the house, how did the boy feel? Write about 
his life before he went out and found the creatures. 

2- Describe the creatures that he found in detail- describe in noun phrases and use 
alliteration, detail and similies.  

3- Retell the story using sub headings 
4- Who did the black hat belong to? Draw and write about them, how and why did 

they lose or leave the hat behind?  
5- Where did the black hat go next and what happened to the next person who 

found it?  
 
 
Maths- Fractions- 
If you have the Maths No Problem workbooks, please begin work on lessons 1-10 of 
fractions. If not, start with finding half of a shape- make paper shapes to fold in half and 
discuss- can it only be done one way? Can you fold the shape more than once? Learn 
what a half looks like, cut things around the house in half (maybe food, chocolate, etc- 
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not the sofa!) and look at halves of numbers. Repeat for a quarter. Work practically with 
counters to find halves of numbers- what do you do when there is an odd number? Leave 
one behind or cut it in half? Look at halves of weights and amounts, money and 
quantities. Can you find halve s and quarters of shapes and amounts? 
There are also a series of 10 lessons from Oak Academy that are excellent at 
helping children understand fractions  
https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-year/year-2/subjects/maths and scroll 
down the page to Fractions. 
 
Art - Self portraits and portraiture 
Try and draw someone in your house- get them to sit for you and add in only what you can see. 
Try to shade the areas of shadow and get the eyes the correct shape. Look at famous portraits by 
Van Gogh, Leonardo Da Vinci etc and discuss, describe, recreate. Can you do a self portrait using 
a mirror? Could you use paint for a portrait of a family member? Mix the correct shades if you 
can. Maybe even try a portrait of Roger McGough, he has a very interesting face to capture.    
 
Freida McKitrick- research and look at the work of this Liverpool based artist- can you make any 
works in her style? Can you draw some Liverpool landmarks or even your own house in her style? 
Use black pen and lines, maybe use shading and cross hatching, then add just a little colour with 
pencil or even water colour. We have put a PowerPoint of some of her work on the website for  bit 
of inspiration! 
 
 
Music: 
Listen to some music for example https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aYAJopwEYv8 “Flight of the 
Bumblebee”. What would happen if you tried to represent this piece of music using just a pencil to 
create an image or pattern? Can you capture the feeling of the whole piece? Or a portion of it? 
 
Science 
Here’s a great science investigation! Can you design and make a raft using just one piece of paper 
and 4 paper clips (or 4 pieces of tape)? Maybe look at some pictures and designs of boats and 
rafts first. Then try out 2 or 3 different designs. Which can hold the most objects (pencils, coins, 
etc)? You can test your raft in a bowl of water. We would love to see your creations and a 
description of what happened. 
Another fun experiment to try is ‘Growing Your Own Rainbow!’ All you need is a piece of kitchen 
roll, a few felt tips and some water. Instructions are on the separate sheet ‘How to grow your own 
rainbow experiment’. 
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DT - Food technology 
Create a dish to eat- sandwich, salad, cake, soup- whatever as long as it involves washing, cutting, 
peeling and chopping- draw the dish, label and write the recipe or instructions. Then think about 
food hygiene- can you write instructions about how to be safe, washing hands, how to use chopping 
equipment and peelers etc- PLEASE supervise the chopping with a suitable knife! 
Make a moving picture of Liverpool waterfront- can you add a spinning Liverpool wheel? Can you 
make the Liver birds look as though they move or fly? Use sliders, split pins and anything else that 
will add moving effects. 
 
 
Geography- 
Can you use compass points North, South, East and West to move a family member 
around the garden? Can you draw the compass on a map and describe where things are 
using these directions and names? Can you plan a treasure hunt to follow a map in your 
garden? Draw a map of your garden if you have one, or a room of the house, hide 
something and see if you can plan a route for someone to follow to find the hidden 
object.  

 


